Boost your bathroom’s energy efficiency

Adopt the following simple habits – for immediate savings on your monthly energy costs...

• **Shower - don’t bath** – showering uses a lot less water.
• **Keep it hot and short** – limit your **shower time to seven minutes** or the length of your favourite song.
• **Don’t leave taps running** while brushing your teeth or washing your face – use a cup of water to rinse your mouth and fill the basin with just enough water to rinse the soap off your hands and face.
• **Install energy and water saving shower heads** – their flow rate of less than 10 litres per minute means you use much less hot water and your geyser uses much less electricity to reheat a smaller amount of replacement water. Flow restrictors on taps will also provide similar benefits.

Visit [www.eskom.co.za/idm](http://www.eskom.co.za/idm) for detailed information on electricity saving tips